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Testing your Keyless Ignition Module:

*** Before Testing your system, replace the Maxi fuse and be sure to have trimmed your
system antenna as explained on page 2.

 Testing Step 1.    Initial System Testing
1. Put  the RUN/ STOP switch to STOP position.
2.   Wait 30 Seconds for the system to ARM.
3.    Flip the STOP/RUN to RUN and push your “Start” button ( your bike should not start)
4. Put  the RUN/ STOP switch back to STOP position.
5.   Push the Label on the face of the Dawg Tag until the LED lights.
6.   Flip the STOP/RUN to RUN and push your “Start” button ( your bike should start)

Putting your Dawg Tags into “Automatic” Mode
Your Dawg Tags were shipped in “Manual” Mode.  This is why you have needed to push the Dawg Tag label
to get your bike to operate during system testing. Once you have completed initial system testing, you will want
to switch them into “Automatic” mode for final testing and to use your system in a completely “Hands Free”
manner.

*** READ SWITCHING FROM “MANUAL” MODE TO “AUTOMATIC” MODE BELOW.

Switching from “Manual” mode to “Automatic” mode.

You can Check which mode your Dawg Tags are in and Switch modes:

How to check which mode your system is in:

You can check which mode your Dawg Tag is in by following the procedure below:

1. Firmly push and hold the label on the Dawg Tag until the LED goes OUT.   (approximately 6 seconds),

2. Quickly, push the label  3 times,   Then, COUNT HOW MANY TIMES THE LED FLASHES

The Dawg Tag will Flash  5 X if it is in “Manual” mode and  3 X if it is in “Automatic” mode.

Switching from “Manual” mode to “Automatic” mode.

1. Firmly push and hold the label on the Dawg Tag until the LED goes OUT.    (Approximately 6 seconds)

2. Quickly, push the label  3 times,

3. Let the Dawg Tag complete its flashing, ( 3 or 5 times depending on current mode)

4. Again, push the label  3 times, then watch for the LED to “Flicker” confirming the mode has changed.

    (If you are in doubt as to whether you switched modes, simply repeat the procedure and count the flashes).

5. The Dawg Tag can be toggled from “Manual” mode to “Automatic” mode and back again by simply

repeating this procedure.  *** If you purchased multiple Dawg Tags you may want to only put one of them into

“Automatic” mode.  This will extend battery life during storage.
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 STEP 2. Final Testing “IGNITION” With The Dawg Tag in “Automatic” mode

1. Turn your Stop/Run to STOP

2. Take all system Dawg Tags and place them 40 feet away from the bike.

3.   Wait 30 Seconds for the system to ARM.

4.    Flip the STOP/RUN to RUN and push your “Start” button ( your bike should not start)

5.   Walk over and pick up the Dawg Tag, Give it a slight shake to activate the motion sensor and walk
back to your bike,

6. Flip the Run/Stop Switch to the Run and Start your bike.

7. 1. Turn your Stop/Run to STOP.  Engine should turn off and all lights should turn off.

STEP 3. Final Testing “Accessory”
1. Turn your Stop/Run to STOP

2. Take the all system Dawg Tags and place them 40 feet away from the bike.

3.   Wait 30 Seconds for the system to ARM.

4. Push the accessory button.  All Accessory lights and functions should activate.

5. Push the accessory button again.  The entire bike should be “OFF.”

STEP 4.  Checking and Adjusting System Range
       The thin 8" black wire is the systems antenna.  It has been left long so that if the module is

mounted behind metal, the antenna can be extended to an unobstructed location. You Will Only
Need 1 1/2  to  2 inches of exposed antenna for the system to operate correctly. Once the system
is installed, trim the antenna to this length.  Additional antenna will create added system range
which may not be desired.

*** Range Testing assumes that your system antenna is trimmed to approximately 1.5” -  2” of exposed wire.

1. Turn your Stop/Run to STOP

2. Take all active system Dawg Tags and place them 40 feet away from the bike.

3.  Have someone sit on your bike and turn your Stop/Run to RUN and HOLD DOWN the “Start” Button.

4.  Pick up the Dawg Tag, give it a slight shake to activate the motion sensor, and slowly walk
towards your bike  (approximately one step per second) and note when the bike powers up.

*** Additional fine tuning adjustments can be made to Increase or Decrease system range.
       See the “Adjusting System Range” page in the back of this manual.
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Automatic & Manual Modes

Your Dawg Tag can be used in either Automatic or Manual modes. “Manual” mode gives you
complete control of when your system activates regardless of range. When your Dawg Tag
is in Manual mode you must “Push” the label on the front of the tag before your bike can be
started. (The  !  LED will light up).  Additionally, when in Manual mode, your bike will
automatically Rearm 30 seconds after the STOP/RUN switch is turned OFF, even when you
are near your bike.  On occasions where you may be close to your bike, yet want to assure
that your system can’t be activated, Manual mode is your answer.  Manual mode can also be
quite helpful during system installation and initial testing.
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